
ABOUT THE ARTISTS
In keeping with our tradition of publishing the work of young poets, his-

torians, and writers, this issue's artists are both relatively new to the art scene.

ERIC THOMPSON
Eric Thompson is twenty-four years old and has been painting seriously

since 1989. Self-taught, he acknowledges the influence of the surrealists,
particularly Dali and Rene Magritte. Locally, he experiences the influence
of Trevor Southey. His subject matter frequently emerges from his dreams
and emphasizes mood and feeling over meaning. For Eric, painting is a
source of great satisfaction and challenge.

BRAD ALDRIDGE
Brad Aldridge describes his work as iconographic landscape. "For me,

aspects of the landscape often take on a personal spiritual symbolism. For
example, clouds or the moon in my paintings often alludes to the metaphys-
ical aspect of life, whereas trees may refer to the more tangible or physical.
My art is often about a dialogue between the two. Occasionally, I use figures
to further emphasize the spiritual narrative. Triptych, arch, and tabernacle
altarpiece formats give the viewer visual clues to the underlying spiritual
content of my work. Large gold frames also contribute to the iconographic
feel of my art.

"My paintings are, for the most part, oil on masonite. The surfaces are
usually quite textured. These textures are caused by sanding, scraping, and
scratching the gesso. My plein-air landscape paintings are occasionally done
on canvas which seems to accept the paint more readily as I paint quickly to
capture a specific scene at a particular time of day.

"My work often deals with opposites such as light and darkness, day and
night, life and death, water or gardens in the desert, to name a few. On a for-
mal level, my work contains areas of sharp contrast, further pursuing the
theme of opposites. This is evident in the lights and darks of the paintings as
well as the gold frames which often have dark areas as a contrasting element.

"My ultimate goal in art is to create objects of beauty which nourish the
viewer on a spiritual level."

PAINTINGS
Front : "Moon Thief," 30"x 40," Eric Thompson, oil, 1994
Back : "Road through the Valley," Brad Aldridge, 14Mx 21," oil, 1994
p. 40: "Adam Naming the Animals," Brad Aldridge, 60"x 40," oil, 1994
p. 58: "Fourspheres," Eric Thompson, 48"x 48," cil, 1994
p. 92: "Voices in the Valley of Adam-ondi-Ahmen," Brad Aldridge,

26"x 34," oil (silk over oak), 1994
p. 116: "Sprocket Clock," 41Mx 31," Eric Thompson, oil, 1994
p. 161: "Blossoming Desert," Brad Aldridge, 22"x 14," oil, 1994
p. 193: "Tile Spiral," Eric Thompson, 24"x 30," oil, 1994
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